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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The appearance of collaboration tools such as blogs, wikis, social media, and video games has altered the way individuals and organizations relate to one another.⁴ There is no longer any need to wait on professionals to share material and report on new developments. Today, people communicate directly in an unmediated and unfiltered manner.

These developments have lowered information costs and altered the dynamics of information dissemination. On some platforms, communications costs have dropped virtually to zero. No longer are communications one way or based on organizational hierarchies. Rather, organizational expression moves in many directions at once and interacts with a wide range of personnel involved in the process.⁵

The emergence of new platforms has been particularly dramatic in classroom transmissions. As Stanford University communications professor Howard Rheingold notes, “Up until now, ‘technology’ has been an authority delivering the lecture which [students] memorized. If there is discussion, it’s mostly about performing for the teacher. Is it possible to make that more of a peer-to-peer activity? Blogs and forums and wikis enable that. So a lot of this is not new, but it’s easier to do [and] the barriers to participation are lower now.”³

Alan Daly, at the University of California at San Diego, predicts that education innovation “will shift away from experts and capacity building to focus on networks. The budget crisis will continue indefinitely. We have to start thinking about the expertise that resides in the system, and we have to be connected in order to make use of it.”⁴ Daly believes education “is moving away from large-scale prescriptive approaches to more individualized, tailored, differentiated approaches.”

Yet despite the wealth of communications opportunities offered by these changes, their impact on learning and instruction is still not clear. How do these technologies affect students, teachers, parents, and administrators? Do they enable new approaches to learning and help students master substantive information? In what ways have schools incorporated electronic communications in the learning process and messages to external audiences?

Blogs

Many contemporary schools do not encourage two-way communications, student collaboration, or global networking. Alan November, a senior partner and the founder of November Learning, notes that “we currently block schools from connecting globally, yet it is amazingly important. Teaching children to have global empathy is to allow them to work with people all over the world.”⁵

Yet weblogs represent a way for people to share information, convey material, and express their views. Many Internet sites currently offer features that allow individuals to write opinions, make comments on daily events, and provide news coverage of breaking developments.⁶ These opportunities are not restricted to...
professional journalists but rather are open to anyone interested in the subject.

The interactive quality of posts contributes to the dynamic nature of the web and enables multidirectional communications among educators, students, and parents. New types of communicators are empowered by digital technology, and this has altered the way in which people access and share information.

No surprise, then, that the popularity of blogs has grown enormously. The marketing research company Nielsen estimates that there are over 156 million blogs on the Internet. This form of communication is now one of the most prevalent contemporary mechanisms for personal expression. Indeed, blogs have democratized the flow of information around the world.

In the area of education, blogs are deployed in several different ways. They provide a mechanism for the dissemination of education-related news. When schools need to announce news or face particular problems or encounter major crises, officials and community members can offer their own perspectives on what the issue is and how it should be addressed.

In addition, these communications devices give parents, students, and people from the wider community an opportunity to express opinions on developments within the school district. They provide a platform for general expression and feedback that can be very important to public officials. They allow people to complain about problems, offer solutions, or otherwise convey their feelings.

It is estimated that there are more than 5,000 education blogs in the United States. The blogs cover a wide range of topics, from school finance and education news to instructional technology and pedagogical techniques. Bloggers contextualize information and provide a narrative for the interpretation of particular events. One of their most important functions is putting discrete bits of material in a broader narrative and expressing a point of view.

Increasingly, blogs are being incorporated into the classroom for instructional purposes. They allow collaboration between students and teachers and among students themselves. Students can pose questions and get answers, which are then shared with others in the network.

Alternatively, students can read books and share their overall impressions with teachers and external mentors. Students can write their own views of the volume and then see what others have to say. In organizations such as In2Books.org, teachers and mentors pose questions and encourage students to think more deeply about the book’s content and value.

Research on class-related blogs suggests they can be effective for instructional purposes. A British teacher uses blogs to “showcase the work of the children.” He says that “in the best of the class blogs I’ve seen, there’s an opportunity for everyone to learn and everyone to teach—and there’s built-in feedback and assessment.”

In other research, students enjoyed the software program called Blogger, which allowed students and teachers to share their reactions to course materials and activities. For example, the instructor used that platform to make weekly posts...
regarding progress to date in the class, issues that needed to be addressed, and feedback on student presentations. This promoted an interactive atmosphere in the course and provided timely feedback at weekly intervals in the class.12

Some instructors use Twitter as a “microblogging” tool for college students. Just before class, they use the Internet site to pose questions designed to stimulate student discussion and correct any prior misunderstandings of course materials. Students then tweet responses and questions back to the instructor and fellow students. Preassessments and postassessments data analysis has found that “students had an 87 percent mastery of questions which were Tweeted compared to a 43 percent mastery of those which were not.” Interviews conducted after the course ended further revealed that “82 percent of the participants self-reported they felt more accessible to the university professor through instant feedback for questions regarding classroom projects.”13 This suggests the possible value of blogging and tweeting for instructional purposes.

A meta-analysis of ten blogging research projects found that the use of blogs encouraged reflection, critical thinking, enhanced writing skills, and collaboration. In general, the authors report, “the empirical evidence supports the educational value of blogging activities.” However, in looking across studies, they also note the importance of structured learning. For effective teaching, instructors need to provide clear guidelines and explain the rationale for pedagogic activity. Failure to do so undermines student motivation and complicates task completion.

One study at the Vienna University of Technology in Austria examined why students did not blog. As part of a pilot project, this institution set up free blog accounts for all students, faculty, and staff at the university. These were not attached to any particular course or program of study but were freestanding platforms.

However, only 7.5 percent of Vienna University students wrote blogs, and 79 percent of the entries were posted by a mere 20 percent of the bloggers. This suggests that a relatively small number of college students used the blogs.15 When asked why they did not take advantage of this digital platform, those who did not blog stated that they preferred to communicate online through one-on-one means and that they feared loss of privacy from open-platform blogging.

### Wikis

Wikis are a type of website that can be edited on a platform by multiple numbers of users.16 Wikis allow individuals from varying backgrounds and viewpoints to work together to accumulate knowledge and offer opinions on everything from encyclopedia entries to federal regulations and legislative provisions.17 Participant comments are shared collectively and are subject to group editing.18

Wiki interactions are based on a type of collaboration known as crowd-sourcing, a term originally coined by Jeff Howe of Wired magazine. Crowd-sourcing suggests that knowledge can best be created by vetting discrete bits of information through
“crowds” and taking their collective judgment as the best wisdom. Howe argues that group intelligence represents a more effective filter than the viewpoints of particular individuals or experts.

Matt Evans notes that “crowdsourcing taps into the global world of ideas, helping companies work through a rapid design process.” Those with relevant knowledge in a particular area can work together, compare notes, argue with one another, and ultimately arrive at a collective sense of the subject being discussed.

Many schools have developed wikis for educational purposes. Teachers in Canada and the United Kingdom have experimented with wikis as a way to teach poetry writing. Interviews with fifty-six English and language instructors indicated that many found wikis helpful as a pedagogic tool. Those who were trained in wiki instruction said that they felt more confident and appreciate the collaborative platform for sharing ideas about poetry instruction.

An Australian instructor found that wikis were useful for distance education and social work courses. This was particularly the case with group projects that involved sharing views regarding applied practice experiences. Students reported that they were pleased with the experience, felt they generated a “broader and deeper understanding of the material,” and enjoyed the ability to include external links and graphics through a collaborative interface.

Professors at Northern Illinois University have developed Chem-Wiki, which covers online lab reports for organic chemistry courses. This enables students to collaborate on research projects, share observations with one another, add references, multimedia, or visual features to the report, and file a comprehensive report about each experiment. Based on the pilot project, instructors found that the new platform “enhances the learning experience of students through opportunities for increased group collaboration. This format is endlessly flexible as it can be organized and reorganized in a countless number of ways. This makes the wiki format a powerful tool for learning, as students’ different viewpoints are shared and a deeper understanding is integrated into the report.”

Professors at Old Dominion University use a Wikibook project that allows students to assemble relevant course materials through a wiki interface. Professors become the “guide on the side” as opposed to the “sage on the stage” and move past the hierarchical, one-way relationship with faculty compiling the readings and students reviewing the texts. This pilot project enables students to collaborate with faculty and other students on course readings and write essays on various aspects of the course materials.

One of the virtues of this approach is that students have some part in deciding what materials are covered in the course and have the chance to update reading lists over the course of the semester. Unlike reliance on outdated textbooks or course materials not of great interest to students, student participation in reading selection adds relevance and immediacy to course texts. This helps engage students in course materials and overall instructional activities.
Social Media and Mobile Devices

Social media include communications outlets that connect sets of people around collective interests and allow for the sharing of ideas and observations. These platforms knit together discrete individuals and enable them to communicate recommendations, reactions, or remedies to others who have signed up at that site. According to researchers, the virtues of social media and mobile devices include “allowing multiple entry points and learning pathways, supporting multi-modality, enabling student improvisation, and supporting the sharing and creation of student artifacts on the move.” Students can interact with one another and take handheld devices into the field for data gathering and hypothesis testing.

However, many elementary and secondary schools ban mobile devices, arguing that they are not helpful to the education process. According to Scott McLeod, of Iowa State University, numerous educators at various levels see handheld devices as “distractions and problems” that distract from pedagogical opportunities.

Despite this resistance, social media have become a larger part of higher education instruction. Alan Daly thinks that “the role of social media is to make boundaries irrelevant between ages and disciplines.” Finding interconnections and building collaboration are crucial to future education processes.

A recent online survey of 1,920 U.S. faculty members found that “nearly two-thirds of all faculty have used social media during a class session, and 30 percent have posted content for students to view or read outside class. Over 40 percent of faculty have required students to read or view social media as part of a course assignment, and 20 percent have assigned students to comment on or post to social media sites.”

With the extraordinary interest of young people in social media, these numbers are expected to rise exponentially in the future. Students love the connectivity and interactivity of these kinds of outlets. They enjoy the opportunity to become part of specialized networks based on shared interests. This is especially true in education settings.

However, participating professors worry about two aspects of online sharing: loss of privacy and the integrity of student postings. Among the faculty surveyed, “80 percent report that ‘lack of integrity of student submissions’ is an ‘important’ or ‘very important’ barrier, and over 70 percent say privacy concerns are an ‘important’ or ‘very important’ barrier.”

In spite of these concerns, though, professors see social media as important tools for instruction. When asked how valuable they are for educational purposes, 70 percent agree that “video, podcasts, blogs, and wikis are valuable tools for teaching.” Fifty-eight percent say that “social media can be a valuable tool for collaborative learning.”

Facebook is the most popular example of social media. With 800 million users
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around the world, it provides a platform for sharing photographs, daily thoughts, friend recommendations, and videos, among other things. It allows people to recommend movies, books, TV shows, videos, and media articles to other people. The platform creates “trusted networks” based on friendship, family ties, and social connections.

According to a new Pew Internet and American Life Project survey, Facebook has become a major source of interactive discussion. Twenty-two percent of its users comment daily on someone else’s post during a typical week, and 20 percent comment on somebody’s photo. Forty-four percent of social media users say they update their status at least once a week, and among young people aged eighteen to twenty-two, that number rises to 73 percent.32

The frequent, personal interactivity demonstrated by this behavior creates an opportunity for school officials, nonprofit organizations, and advocacy groups to engage people and drive civic conversations. Facebook, MySpace, Google+, and other social networking tools make it possible to extend conversations virtually and reach large numbers of individuals.

Because it is based on peer recommendations, social media referrals carry more weight than those given by strangers. Research demonstrates that social media work through “trust filters.” In a world of information overflow, it is hard for people to evaluate competing claims. Public officials often disagree not just on interpretations but also on the facts.

Amid political polarization and ideological ferment, people increasingly use their personal networks to fact-check claims, evaluate the quality of information, and alert them to what is going on in the world. As pointed out by Lee Rainie, director of the Pew Internet and American Life Project, these developments allow individuals and their networks to “act like broadcasters and publishers” and thereby transform the nature of online political communications.33

According to Rainie, those seeking to engage citizens in the political process must win the trust of specialized social networks to be influential today. Future political influence is going to be network based because those networks are the filters used by many individuals to access and evaluate political information. Officials unable to get past those trust filters will not be able to engage the public and influence the course of electoral events.

In the area of education, there are several mobile applications. Handheld devices allow students and teachers to share classroom material. Sites can be developed around a particular subject, and participants can share thoughts, make recommendations, and react to one another’s observations in ways that inform the group discussion.34

There are also sites devoted to group projects. Students from different schools or even different countries can come together over the Internet and work on common projects. They can transmit research materials and disseminate papers and analysis to those working on that activity. This allows them to overcome geographic distance and to learn in connected ways.
Some elementary schools use knowledge-building exercises as a way to build collective responsibility and community knowledge. Teachers focus on developing ideas rather than completing particular tasks. This puts the emphasis on creating knowledge and solving problems. An analysis of log data from student conversations reveals a “significant correlation between note reading and knowledge gained.”

Podcasts and file sharing represent still another instructional application. A July 2011 Google search of the phrase podcasts and education generated a total of over 34 million examples. According to research by Elizabeth Wilson and her colleagues, the most popular audio or visual resources for the classroom include material from National Public Radio, C-SPAN, Podcast Alley, iTunes, and Gilder Lehrman.

Research on school’s social media collaborations reveals that they do a good job of connecting students for instructional purposes. One study of Twitter used for classroom discussion found “broader student participation through Twitter.” Unlike class discussions, often dominated by a handful of speakers, use of the social media platform encourages many more students to offer comments. This was particularly the case with shy students.

Some education institutions are using Skype phone-video connections to link students around the world. According to Alan November, a school in Worchester, Massachusetts, runs “five concurrent courses using Skype. Every seventh-grader’s lab partner is in England. They design wind turbines through another company in Massachusetts. Each student has a mentor engineer and makes models in the seventh grade.”

**Video Games**

The popularity of video games has grown tremendously in recent years. Consumers spend millions of dollars each year on purchase of these products. Video games have become a billion-dollar consumer business owing to the popularity of interactive digital media. Indeed, games have become one of the most popular forms of mass entertainment.

According to a Pew Internet and American Life Project’s survey of American teenagers, the most popular game genres include racing (played by 74 percent of teens), puzzles (72 percent), sports (68 percent), action (67 percent), adventure (66 percent), rhythm (61 percent), strategy (59 percent), simulation (49 percent), fighting (49 percent), first-person shooters (47 percent), role-playing (36 percent), survival (32 percent), massively multiplayer online games (21 percent), and virtual worlds (10 percent). World of Warcraft has 12 million users who have logged over 50 billion hours.

In the education area, teachers are incorporating video games to teach basic skills and concepts. Among popular products are Electronmagnetism Supercharged, Betty’s Brain, Quest Atlantis, Whyville, BioLogica, Grey Anatomy, and River City. These games present relevant information and give students a chance to solve practical
problems. Meanwhile, the Civilizations game helps students learn about geography. Using world and regional maps, students “come to understand how the constraints of the Mideast lead to conflict,” according to Constance Steinkuehler, of the University of Wisconsin at Madison. These games also tap into interests that students bring to the classroom. Steinkuehler notes that “games are nothing more than the Trojan horse for interest-driven learning. They really are great at starting with individual interest and then enabling where you want to go with that interest.” They become a vehicle with which to explore subjects in greater detail.

Many of these software products deal with science. For example, Filament Games has developed products that are Internet based and feature different kinds of scientific inquiry. Its games prompt students to explore various scientific challenges and give them exercises that test key theories and hypotheses. This can involve data analysis, three-dimensional animations, video clips, or scientific simulations. Some also focus on mathematics. For example, the game Zombie Division teaches math skills using a three-dimensional adventure game based on fighting zombies. Game players must divide the number of skeletons by two to advance through various stages of the game. Higher levels require more complex calculations and more advanced computations. Comparisons of pregame and postgame math ability demonstrate significant improvement in comprehension for those exposed to the game.

The National Research Council extols the virtues of these types of exercises. According to its scientists, the games “enable learners to see and interact with representations of natural phenomena that would otherwise be impossible to observe—a process that helps them to formulate scientifically correct explanations for these phenomena.”

There is some debate over whether game playing produces better attention and performance. One experimental study finds that expert gamers “could track objects moving at greater speeds, better detected changes to objects stored in visual short-term memory, switched more quickly from one task to another, and mentally rotated objects more efficiently.” However, in another study, extensive gaming did not improve performance on cognitive tasks. Gamers were not more adept than nongamers on executive function activities. Having experience in this area did not translate into improvements in cognitive thinking.

Doctors see great potential for video games in radiology education and practice. Among the advantages are improvements in rapid decision making, increases in multitasking capabilities, and enhancement in collaboration and problem-solving skills. Performance assessment is built into many of the games. Teachers can see in real time at what point in the game students master concepts and how long it takes them to get there. Teachers can monitor how many game prompts it takes for each person to figure out the science question and then to find the answer.
comprehension are built into the game in the same way that entertainment games feature various levels of mastery. Once students have demonstrated knowledge at one level, they can go on to higher categories of knowledge.

Those who have difficulty can be provided with remedial instruction. The games provide detailed feedback indicating when and where pupils have problems and then make suggestions on how to find helpful information. This helps teachers identify those students in need of greater attention or remedial help. There is no sense of a wrong answer but rather an emphasis on how to keep playing until the player solves the problems at hand.

With the popularity and effectiveness of this learning approach, schools such as Quest to Learn, which is based in New York City and Chicago, employ video games to engage students in the education process. Its curriculum uses games to teach critical thinking and problem-solving skills. Students develop their own video games and use other products already in existence to learn math, science, English, and logic.50

Scientists at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology have developed a new programming language known as Scratch. It has a user-friendly interface that enables children to drag and drop programming language that creates interactive effects, animation, videos, and game movement. This allows them to build their own video games based on programming building blocks.51

In general, video games can be effective educators. James Gee, of the University of Wisconsin at Madison, points out that learning accompanied by entertainment is most enjoyable for students and therefore most likely to be effective with young people. In addition, he notes that “good games allow players to operate within, but at the outer edge, of their competence.” By challenging players to think more deeply, these packages push individuals to perform better and at a higher level. Finally, games help people apply current knowledge in new ways and in new situations. That helps them to generalize their experience and broaden their knowledge base.52

Researchers have found that collaboration enabled by video stories is very effective at solving mathematical problems. According to Brigid Barron, of Stanford University, “Students in the collaborative conditions outperformed students in the individual condition on their initial attempt at the problem. In addition, students in the collaborative condition performed better on the mastery and near-transfer problems on 2 out of 3 performance measures.”53

Studies have also indicated that video game players outperform nonplayers on several learning dimensions. An experimental study of image identification found that video players “were able to detect the changes while requiring less exposure to the change” and that they “employed broader search patterns when scanning scenes for potential changes.”54 Those strategies allow players to perform better and enhanced the learning process.

Others have found that games improve quantitative reasoning. An analysis of young children aged nine to fifteen years old over a six-month period demonstrates that they learned quantitative skills. According to the researchers, games “lead to
more advanced quantitative reasoning that analyzes the tradeoffs of using particular sets of resources.”55 Students can learn how to use these skills for analytical and predictive purposes and to determine ways to answer questions by “asking basic questions about efficiency, tactics, strategies, and success.”56

Such features work by combining collaboration with experiential learning. Kurt Squire, of the University of Wisconsin at Madison, argues that “the shift toward games also represents an intellectual recognition among many that they represent experimental learning spaces, spaces where learners have rich, collaborative, and cooperative interactions where they think with complex tools and resources in the service of complex problem-solving.”57

iCivics offers online games for civics education such as Do I Have A Right?, Supreme Decisions, and Branches of Power. An independent evaluation by the Persephone Group found that students playing Do I Have A Right? improved knowledge of civics content by 13.7 percent between pre- and posttests; players of Supreme Decisions, 14.4 percent; and players of Branches of Power, 46 percent. Eighty-six percent of students reported that “they would rather learn from a game than a textbook.”58

Conclusion

Digital tools represent new ways for participation, engagement, and collaboration to take place.59 Through digital communications, students, teachers, parents, and administrators can share insights and reactions and develop a better understanding of instructional activities. Many teachers are incorporating elements of blogs, wikis, social media, and video games into the classroom.60 They are experimenting with new delivery systems and report high student satisfaction with these pedagogical approaches.61

Alan November argues that in the contemporary world, “information will continue to come in multiple streams. You’re going to see the Twitter feed, watch a video, and read a book. Show [students] that there are different channels and teach them to understand every stream.”62 These possibilities have broad implications for education delivery and student engagement in the classroom. Increasingly, social media are serving as trust filters for teachers and students, and digital content recommended by one’s friends and acquaintances encourage web users to access particular content.63

Educators can take advantage of trusted networks to engage students and help them learn important skills and concepts. Based on psychological research, ensuring that particular books or articles are posted on student networks enhances pupil interest in the subject and the likelihood that they will view and trust that material. That type of collaboration is a vital new part of the educational process.
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